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ABSTRACT

DRAM has been a de facto standard for main memory, and advances in process technology have led to a rapid increase in its capacity and bandwidth. In contrast, its random access latency has remained relatively stagnant, as it is still around 100 CPU clock cycles. Modern computer systems rely on caches or other latency tolerance techniques to lower the average access latency. However, not all applications have ample parallelism or locality that would help hide or reduce the latency. Moreover, applications’ demands for memory space continue to grow, while the capacity gap between last-level caches and main memory is unlikely to shrink. Consequently, reducing the main-memory latency is important for application performance. Unfortunately, previous proposals have not adequately addressed this problem, as they have focused only on improving the bandwidth and capacity or reduced the latency at the cost of significant area overhead.

We propose asymmetric DRAM bank organizations to reduce the average main-memory access latency. We first analyze the access and cycle times of a modern DRAM device to identify key delay components for latency reduction. Then we reorganize a subset of DRAM banks to reduce their access and cycle times by half with low area overhead. By synergistically combining these reorganized DRAM banks with support for non-uniform bank accesses, we introduce a novel DRAM bank organization with center high-aspect-ratio mats called CHARM. Experiments on a simulated chip-multiprocessor system show that CHARM improves both the instructions per cycle and system-wide energy-delay product up to 21% and 32%, respectively, with only a 3% increase in die area.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.3.1 [Memory Structures]: Semiconductor Memories—Dynamic memory (DRAM)
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1. INTRODUCTION

DRAM has been a de facto standard for main memory for decades thanks to its high density and performance. DRAM has more than ten times higher storage density than SRAM and is orders of magnitude faster than NAND flash devices. With continued technology scaling, DRAM devices have evolved to exploit these smaller and faster transistors to increase mainly their capacity and bandwidth under tight cost constraints. To increase capacity, the DRAM cell size has been scaled down aggressively, and more cells share control and datapath wires. Meanwhile, DRAM arrays are divided into many subarrays, or mats, not to slow down those wires, and more bits are prefetched to improve bandwidth. However, the latency of DRAM devices, especially their random access time, has been reduced much more slowly. It is still around 50ns, which translates to approximately 100 CPU clock cycles (Figure 1).

Modern computer systems try to address this memory wall problem [51] with either latency tolerance techniques, such as out-of-order speculative execution [37], vector [36], stream [18], and massive multithreading [6, 28], or multi-level caches that lower the average memory access time. However, not all applications can be made insensitive to the main-memory latency because they often have insufficient parallelism or locality. Also, the memory footprints of popular applications [15] keep growing, and emerging applications, such as in-memory databases [1] and genome assemblies [3], demand even higher capacity. Besides, the gap in size between last-level caches and main memory has not been narrowed. As a result, lowering the main-memory la-
tency would benefit many such applications. Figure 2 shows the relative instructions per cycle (IPC) of SPEC CPU2006 applications [15] when we lower the 28ns access time and the 48ns cycle time of DRAM by 25%, 50%, and 75% \(^1\). The degree of IPC improvement varies across applications, but an IPC improvement of more than 50% is observed for memory-intensive applications when we cut the DRAM latency by half without changing the bandwidth.

There have been several proposals for lowering the DRAM latency, including Reduced Latency DRAM (RLDRAM) [34], MoSys 1T-SRAM [10], and Fast Cycle DRAM (FCRAM) [42], but only with significantly increased die area. For example, an RLDRAM die is reported to be 40–80% larger than a comparable DDR2 DRAM die [20]. Alternatively, the ideas of embedding DRAM into processor dies [7], embedding SRAM into DRAM dies [56], or providing multiple row buffers per DRAM bank [14, 29] have been proposed, but they are more suitable for caches. Stacking DRAM dies on top of the processor die [46] can reduce main-memory access latency and power, as the physical distances and impedance between the dies are greatly reduced. However, this technique is mostly applied to embedded systems due to high heat density and limited scalability in capacity.

This paper proposes asymmetric DRAM bank organizations to reduce the average main-memory access latency. Through detailed analysis of the access and cycle times of a contemporary DRAM device, we identify that it is critical to reduce both datapath capacitance within mats and data transfer distance from I/Os to the mats. We reduce the former by making fewer DRAM cells share a datapath wire, or equivalently, by increasing the aspect ratio of a mat. We add extra datapath and control wires to enable non-uniform bank accesses, which shorten the data transfer distance to banks located close to I/Os at the center of a device. By synergistically combining these two aforementioned techniques, we devise a novel asymmetric DRAM bank organization with center high-aspect-ratio mats (CHARM). Exploiting the observation that a relatively small subset of memory pages are performance-critical [9, 39], CHARM places the low-latency high-aspect-ratio mats only for a small subset of banks at the center of the device and hence maintains low area overhead. Our evaluation demonstrates that CHARM improves system performance and energy efficiency for a variety of workloads with minimal area overhead. When CHARM DRAM devices with 2\(\times\) higher aspect ratio mats are placed on a quarter of the DRAM banks at the center, our simulation results on SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks [15] show improvements in both the IPC and energy-delay product (EDP) by 4.4% and 7.6% on average, and up to 21% and 32%, respectively, with 3% area overhead. Multiprogrammed and multithreaded workloads also benefit from CHARM, depending on their bandwidth demands and latency sensitivities.

Our key findings and contributions regarding the asymmetric DRAM bank organizations are as follows:

- We present detailed breakdowns of the DRAM access and cycle times, through which we identify the key structures to reorganize within and outside of DRAM mats.
- We reduce the access and cycle times by increasing the aspect ratio of the mats and further improve the access time for local banks with better-than-worst-case delays.
- We propose CHARM, a practical solution to the latency problem of DRAM with minimal area overhead, which exploits the non-uniform criticality of memory accesses across the entire memory footprint.
- We quantify the system-wide benefits of CHARM in performance (IPC) and energy efficiency (EDP) using various workloads.

2. BACKGROUND

We first review the pertinent details of the organization and operations of contemporary DRAM devices to understand how various DRAM timing parameters influence the main-memory access latency. In so doing, we emphasize the importance of reducing both DRAM access time and cycle time to improve application performance.

2.1 Modern DRAM Device Organization

The continuing evolution of DRAM device organization has steadily increased its capacity and bandwidth even under tight cost constraints. A DRAM cell, which stores a bit of data, consists of a transistor and a capacitor. Multiple DRAM cells share control and datapath wires, called wordlines and bitlines, respectively, to improve area efficiency. In this 2D array structure, a row decoder specifies the wordline to drive, and a column decoder chooses one or more bitlines to transfer data to and from I/O pads. The wordlines and bitlines are made of metallic or polysilicon stripes to minimize the area overhead due to wiring. As the capacity of a device increases, the resistance and capacitance of these wordlines and bitlines also increase rapidly, leading to high

---

\(^1\)We used the setup specified in Section 4 except that we used one memory controller.
access and cycle times. To address this problem, hierarchical structures [49] have been applied to the control and datapath wires such that an array is divided into multiple mats, where each mat has sub-wordline drivers and local bitline sense amplifiers. Global datalines connect the local sense amplifiers to the data I/Os. The global datalines also have sense amplifiers to increase transfer speed.

DRAM devices have adopted prefetching and multi-bank architectures [24] to improve the sequential and random-access bandwidth. Instead of increasing the internal operating frequency through deep pipelining (i.e., reducing tCCD), the DRAM mats transfer more bits in parallel through a wide datapath to keep up with ever-surging bandwidth demands. The transfer rate of a data I/O (2/tCK) is 8 times higher than the operating frequency of DDR3 [41] and DDR4 DRAM arrays. Hence, a DRAM array has 8 times more global datalines than the data I/O width (×N), which is called the prefetch size. This prefetching increases DRAM access granularity. Because a row in an array must be latched in the sense amplifiers before transferring data, it takes time to latch another row in the same array, which is defined as the cycle time (tRC). In modern DRAM devices, the cycle time (∼50ns in Table 1) is much longer than the reciprocal of the array’s operating frequency (5ns in Table 1). For random accesses, the number of accesses to a specific row is at most a few; therefore, a mismatch in the tRC and tCCD leads to a poor performance. This problem is alleviated by having multiple banks where each bank is essentially an independent array, while sharing resources with others, such as I/Os, DLLs, and charge pumps. The multi-bank devices have inter-bank datalines to connect the global datalines of each bank to the data I/Os. Depending on target applications (e.g. graphics [8] and mobile [22, 33]), the designs of the I/O interfaces, the widths of the global datalines, or the transistor characteristics are modified, whereas the internal organization is mostly unchanged, as illustrated in Figure 3.

The capacity and bandwidth of DRAM devices have increased rapidly for years, but the latency, especially the cycle time has improved much more slowly. Figure 1 shows the relative capacity, bandwidth, and cycle time of multiple generations of DRAM devices. The DRAM cell size has been reduced from $8F^2$ to $6F^2$ and $4F^2$ [17], where $F$ is the minimum wire pitch. The reduction in cell size, continuing evolution of process technology, and prefetching techniques all lead to an over 10× improvement in the capacity and bandwidth when we compare SDR and DDR3 DRAM devices. Meanwhile, the cycle time has improved much more slowly; tRC of DDR3 DRAM is still more than half that of SDR DRAM.

### 2.2 How DRAM Devices Operate

A memory controller manages DRAM devices under various timing constraints imposed by resource sharing, limitations on the operation speed and power, and the volatile nature of DRAM cells. The memory controller receives requests from various components of a processor, stores them into a request queue, and generates a sequence of commands to the attached DRAM devices to service the requests. The devices are grouped into one or more ranks, where all of the devices in a rank receive the same commands and operate in tandem. The ranks that share control and datapath I/Os compose a memory channel. A memory controller controls one or more channels.

Figure 4 shows a sequence of commands injected into a DRAM bank and the corresponding changes in the voltage of a bitline over a DRAM cycle time. When a bank is idle, bitlines and other datalines remain precharged and no data is latched in the bitline sense amplifiers. First, an activate command (ACT) arrives at the I/O pads and proceeds to the row decoder of the specified bank, where the decoder drives the specified wordline. On the mats that include the selected row, the access transistors controlled by the wordline are turned on and connect the DRAM cells to the bitlines in the mats. This charge sharing develops a voltage difference between the shared bitlines and the reference non-shared bitlines. Because the voltage difference is small due to the limited cell capacitance, sense amplifiers (often called row buffers) are used to speed up the voltage sensing for the cells whose voltage level is either VSS (zero) or VCC (one). Once the values are latched, column-level commands, such as read (RD) and write (WR), are applied to the open (activated) row and the specified address regions are accessed. The access time of a device (tAC) is the sum of the minimum ACT to RD/WR time (tRC) and the RD command to the first data in the I/O time (tAA ²).

Once the sense amplifiers latch the values, the bitlines are fully charged or discharged over time to store the latched data back into the cells in the open row. This process is known as the restore process. Then, the bank can accept a precharge command (PRE), which changes the voltage of the datapath wires back to (VCC + VSS)/2, the original voltage level, to access data in another row. The cycle time of a device (tRC) is the sum of the ACT to PRE time (tRAS) and the precharge time (tRP). A bank with an open row can read or write a batch of data (8×N bits for DDR3) on every tCCD, but only one bank can occupy the data I/Os of the device at any given time, which determines the device bandwidth. The capability of internal power delivery networks limits the number of the ACT commands that a device can process during the period of tFAW and tRRD. Table 1 summarizes the major timing constraints on a state-of-the-art DDR3 device.

### 2.3 The Impact of DRAM Timing Parameters on Memory Access Latency

All the DRAM timing parameters reviewed thus far affect how much time it takes for a memory controller to process an arriving request, while their relative impact depends on memory access patterns and access scheduling policies [40]. When a request arrives at the controller, if it has other pending requests and the scheduling policy determines to process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Min (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activate to read delay</td>
<td>tRCD</td>
<td>13.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read to first data delay (= tCK×CL)</td>
<td>tAA</td>
<td>13.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access time (= tRCD + tAA)</td>
<td>tAC</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate to precharge delay</td>
<td>tRAS</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precharge command period</td>
<td>tRP</td>
<td>13.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle time (= tRAS + tRP)</td>
<td>tRC</td>
<td>48.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read to read command delay</td>
<td>tCCD</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate to activate command delay</td>
<td>tRRD</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four bank activate window</td>
<td>tFAW</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: DDR3-1600 (1.25ns tCK) timing parameters [41]

2tAA is the product of tCK and CAS latency (CL).
them first, the request experiences a queuing delay. The major parameters that influence the amount of this delay are tCCD and tRC. If the pending requests are well distributed across the banks or concentrated into a certain row in a bank, each request can be serviced at an interval of tCCD. Otherwise, tRC determines the minimum number of cycles needed to service any two requests that access the same bank but different rows in the bank. Besides, tFAW and tRRD may impose additional constraints for a controller operating with fewer DRAM ranks.

Once a request is ready to be serviced after experiencing an optional queuing delay, the memory controller generates one or more commands to process the request. If the bank targeted by the request has a row open and the row is different from the target of the request, the controller initially needs to wait until the bitline voltages are fully developed to either VCC or VSS (governed by tRAS), after which it precharges the corresponding bitlines (tRP), activates the target row (tRCD), and accesses the specified column (tAA). If the bitlines of the bank are already precharged or if the target row is already activated, the time to service the request can further be reduced. All of these facts show that both the access time and the cycle time of DRAM devices heavily influence main-memory access latency.

Each application has a different degree of memory-level parallelism (MLP), which determines its level of performance sensitivity on the DRAM timing parameters. The performance of the applications that have higher MLP, such as STREAM [32], typically depends less on main-memory access latency and more on the bandwidth (tCCD), while that of applications with lower MLP is often sensitive to the access latency, as evidenced in Figure 2, which shows the performance sensitivity of SPEC CPU2006 applications. Therefore, it is of great importance to devise DRAM microarchitectures that reduce both the access time and the cycle time of DRAM devices.

3. ASYMMETRIC DRAM BANK ORGANIZATIONS

In this section, we first identify the key contributors of the cycle and access times of a modern DRAM device. Then, we reduce its cycle time by decreasing the number of wordlines per mat, which also lowers the access time and power dissipation at the cost of an area increase. Based on the observation that the main-memory accesses of many applications are not uniformly distributed over their memory footprints, we alleviate the area overhead by locating mats with different aspect ratios together and further reduce the access time on a portion of the device by placing mats with high aspect ratios close to the I/Os.

3.1 DRAM Cycle and Access Time Analysis

To devise techniques to lower memory access latency, we first analyze the cycle and access times of a contemporary DRAM device to understand their key delay components. We use a 4Gb Samsung DDR3 device in a 28nm process technology [41] as a reference chip with the following assumptions: (1) each bitline is connected to 512 cells; (2) each mat has 512 bitlines; (3) the cell array width of a mat is 9 times the width of a bitline sense amplifier; (4) the bitline capacitance is 6 times higher than the cell capacitance based on recently reported values [16, 52]. The simulated 8Gb device, which serves as baseline organization, has 8 banks and follows the DDR3 specification. We use the PTM low power model [57] for SPICE simulation.

The simulation results show that the critical path of the cycle time (Figure 5(a)) is composed of sensing, restore, and precharge processes, all of which only depend on the structures within a mat. Moreover, all the processes involve manipulation of bitline voltages so that managing the capacitance and resistance of the bitline heavily influences the cycle time. The access time (Figure 5(b)) is affected not only by the bitline sensing time (tRCD) but also by the address decoding process, transfer and rate conversion times through datalines and multiplexers (muxing), and I/O driving time. Both the address decoding process and dataline transfer time depend on the physical distance of control and datapath wires between individual mats and I/Os. As a result, it is necessary to reduce the time taken both within and outside of mats.
3.2 Low-Latency Mats with High Aspect Ratios

We first focus on reducing the time to load and store data within mats. The analysis in Section 3.1 shows that the sensing, restore, and precharge processes are all sensitive to the local bitline capacitance. Hence, we propose to decrease the number of wordlines per mat, which makes fewer DRAM cells attached to a bitline and reduces the bitline capacitance. Figure 4 illustrates the effects of the reduced bitline capacitance. The amount of voltage developed by the charge sharing between a bitline and a cell increases as the bitline capacitance decreases, thus reducing the sensing time ($\Delta t1$ and $\Delta t2$). The bitline capacitance is a significant portion of the load capacitance of the sense amplifiers and the precharge drivers in a mat, so both the cell restore time ($\Delta t3$) and the precharge time ($\Delta t4$) decrease. Note that decreasing the number of bitlines per mat has little influence on the sensing, restore, and precharge time and is not further explored in the paper.

There are two main sources of overhead when decreasing the number of wordlines per mat. First, a bank needs more mats to keep its capacity constant as each mat has fewer wordlines. Because a mat has the same number of sense amplifiers regardless of the number of wordlines, having more mats incurs area overhead. Second, a global dataline within a bank becomes longer and is connected to more mats. This increases the fanin and junction capacitance of the global dataline. However, the impact of this increase in capacitance on the access latency is limited because global datalines, which are made of metal, have much lower capacitance and resistance than bitline wires.

Figures 6 and 7 present the SPICE simulation results of the area overhead, tRC, tAC, and the activate and precharge energy of the device with varying numbers of wordlines per mat. The reference mat has 512 bitlines and 512 wordlines. Therefore, decreasing the number of wordlines is equivalent to increasing the aspect ratio of the mat. We use the notation $AR \times N$ to denote a mat with aspect ratio N. A mat with 128 wordlines ($AR \times 4$) has half the cycle time of the reference mat, while further quadrupling the aspect ratio results in additional 10% reduction. Increasing the aspect ratio also reduces the activate and precharge energy of the mat. Figure 6 shows that a mat with 128 wordlines requires 33% less activate and precharge energy compared to the reference mat. In contrast, increasing the aspect ratio does not improve tAC much because the sensing process becomes faster but the decoding speed is mostly unchanged while the datapath delay between mats and I/Os becomes worse, as shown in Figure 7. Also, the area increases rapidly with more mats per bank (Figure 6). Using four times more mats incurs an area overhead of 19%, and the bank becomes almost twice as large with 16 times more mats. Because the cost of DRAM devices is very sensitive to the area, we need to devise microarchitectures that limit the area overhead and further decrease the DRAM access time.

3.3 Banks with a Non-Uniform Access Time

Because decreasing the number of wordlines per mat has a limited impact on the DRAM access time, it is necessary to decrease the physical distance between the banks and I/Os to reduce the access time further. We leverage the idea of non-uniform cache architecture [21] and propose a multi-bank organization with a non-uniform access time in which the control and data transfer time between a bank and I/Os depends on the location of the bank within a device. Here we assume that the I/Os are located at the center of the device without a loss of generality.

To improve the random access performance, many modern main-memory DRAM devices have 8 or 16 banks. A bank is typically implemented with one or more blocks. Each block has a row decoder and a column decoder to process the assigned request. Existing DRAM specifications, such as DDR3 and DDR4, assume a single, uniform access time to all the banks. Therefore, devices complying with the specifications are designed to improve the area efficiency under the constraint that all of the banks have the same transfer time regardless of their locations. For example, a split-bank architecture is applied to the baseline DDR3 DRAM organization shown in Figure 3 and Figure 8(a). Either side of a device has 8 blocks, each of which corresponds to half of a bank. Each pair of blocks operates in tandem such that one of the blocks takes charge of half of the data being transferred. This can reduce the number of inter-bank datalines by half compared to the organization that places an entire bank on a single side.

We reduce the access time to the blocks located at the center of a device by relocating the column decoders to the center stripe and by making a single block, not a pair of blocks, take charge of a data transfer instance, as shown in Figure 8(b). This enables the center blocks (e.g., Block D') to start decoding column addresses much earlier than the corner blocks (e.g., Block B). We also group the blocks of a bank together on the same side such that both blocks share the same dataline sense amplifiers, which keeps the number of dataline sense amplifiers needed in a device unchanged. Still, the number of inter-bank datalines is doubled com-
pared to the split-bank architecture. These changes make the command path and inter-bank datalines of the 4 center blocks (the solid arrows in Figure 8(b)) become shorter than those of the 4 blocks at the corner (the dotted arrows in Figure 8(a)) due to the perimeter of a block in a round trip. The SPICE simulation results show that the access time of 4 center blocks is 6ns lower than that of the other blocks. The layout overhead of the relocated column decoders and the additional inter-bank dataline wires needed for data transfers increase the device area by 1%. In this paper, we assume that the corner blocks and the remaining blocks at the edges have the same access latency and leave the exploration of three-tier or more bank organizations for future work.

3.4 CHARM: Center High-Aspect-Ratio Mats

We synergistically combine the ideas of increasing the aspect ratio of the mats and introducing non-uniformity in bank accesses to further decrease average access and cycle times of DRAM devices with low area overhead. Replacing all of the mats in a device with high-aspect-ratio (HAR) mats incurs high area overhead, as explained in Section 3.2. Instead, we only use HAR mats in the center blocks of the device as shown in Figure 8(c). We call this DRAM microarchitecture CHARM, Center High-Aspect-Ratio Mats. The CHARM microarchitecture can cut the access time and the cycle time of the center HAR mats down to at least half of the values of the remaining mats with a normal aspect ratio while limiting the area increase rate to a single digit percentage. Because a DRAM block with HAR mats is larger than a block with only normal aspect ratio mats when both blocks have the same capacity, the blocks in the middle columns of the device are misaligned. This spare area can be easily filled with peripheral resources, such as charge-pump circuits, decoupling capacitors, and repeaters for inter-bank datalines, which further reduces the area overhead.

We compare the access time and the relative area of the CHARM and other organizations in Figure 9. The organizations that have the HAR mats in all of the blocks and uniformly access them (AR×N in the figure) has a single access time. The access time of an AR×N (N > 1) organization is lower than that of the reference organization (AR×1) mainly due to the decrease in the activate time (tRCD). The read-to-first-data delay (tAA) actually increases as the aspect ratio (N) increases because the device gets larger and more mats are connected to global datalines. We use the notation CHARM[×N, /M] for a CHARM DRAM that positions the HAR mats with the aspect ratio N only in the center blocks that encompass the one M-th of the device capacity. It alleviates the increase of tAA of the normal mats. As M increases, the tAA value of the normal mats becomes closer to that of the AR×1 and tAA of the HAR mats improves further. The access time of the HAR mats for CHARM[×4, /8] becomes 15ns, almost half the access time of the reference organization. Further increasing M improves the tAA of the HAR mats further, but with diminishing returns. The area overhead of CHARM[×N, /M] is lower than that of AR×N as well because the HAR mats exist only at the center blocks. For example, the area overhead of AR×4 is 19%, while the corresponding percentages of CHARM[×4, /4] and CHARM[×2, /4] are only 6% and 3%, respectively. Note that the cycle time of a mat only depends on the aspect ratio of the mat. This is not shown in the figure.

The analysis thus far shows that CHARM DRAM organizations with center high-aspect-ratio mats can significantly improve the average cycle and access time with minimal area overhead. We quantitatively compare the system-level performance and energy efficiency of CHARM and the other DRAM organizations using popular single- and multi-threaded benchmark suites in Section 5.

3.5 OS Page Allocation

The non-uniform bank organization becomes more effective if we can assign performance-critical data to lower-latency blocks. Previous work suggests that a relatively small subset of pages is performance-critical [9, 39]. The performance criticality of an OS page can be estimated by
Exploiting the non-uniformity of access frequencies across applications such as 429.mcf, 437.leslie3d, and 462.libquantum, relatively small portions of pages account for most of the memory access operations (e.g., OS tracking per-page memory access frequencies), possibly assisted by hardware support. A new memory allocation approach, such as distributed non-uniform memory access (NUMA) machines [48], hybrid memory systems [39], adaptive granularity memory systems [55], as well as conventional demand paging systems.

For the rest of this paper, we use access frequency as page criticality predictor due to its ease of implementation. Exploiting the non-uniformity of access frequencies across the entire memory footprint, we assign frequently-accessed pages to low-latency blocks in CHARM DRAM devices. The page access frequency can be easily measured via profiling. Note that this work primarily focuses on novel DRAM bank organizations and their performance potentials and that we leave more sophisticated page-allocation mechanisms for future work.

Figure 10 offers an evidence of the existence of the aforementioned access non-uniformity in SPEC CPU2006 applications [15]. The figure shows the cumulative memory access frequency over the portion of the accessed pages sorted according to the access frequency. Some applications access pages relatively evenly such that their cumulative curves closely resemble a diagonal line (Figure 10(a)). They often repeat sweeping large blocks of memory rapidly (470.libquantum and 459.GemsFDTD, for example) or access random locations (RADIX in SPLASH-2 [50]). In contrast, for other applications such as 429.mcf, 437.leslie3d, and 462.libquantum, relatively small portions of pages account for most of the page accesses (Figure 10(b)). These applications can benefit greatly from the proposed non-uniform bank organization approach.

The page placement decision can be made statically (e.g., compiler profiling, programmer annotations) or dynamically (e.g., OS tracking per-page memory access frequencies), possibly assisted by hardware support. A new memory allocation system call that maintains a separate free list for low-latency page frames is necessary, which may also migrate data between low- and high-latency blocks as needed. In this paper, we take a static approach via off-line profiling to identify the most-frequently accessed data regions. We envision this process to be automated using compiler passes targeting the new system call. Automating profile-guided page allocation and evaluating OS-managed dynamic allocation are outside the scope of this paper. We evaluate the performance impact of allocating only a portion of frequently accessed pages to low-latency blocks in Section 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Reference (AR×1)</th>
<th>CHARM[×2,4]</th>
<th>HAR mats</th>
<th>Normal mats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tRCD</td>
<td>14ns</td>
<td>10ns</td>
<td>14ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tAA</td>
<td>14ns</td>
<td>8ns</td>
<td>14ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRAS</td>
<td>35ns</td>
<td>20ns</td>
<td>35ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRP</td>
<td>14ns</td>
<td>11ns</td>
<td>14ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT+PRE energy</td>
<td>90nJ</td>
<td>47nJ</td>
<td>90nJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD energy</td>
<td>15.5nJ</td>
<td>13.9nJ</td>
<td>15.7nJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR energy</td>
<td>16.5nJ</td>
<td>14.7nJ</td>
<td>16.7nJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We modeled a chip-multiprocessor system with multiple memory channels to evaluate the system-level impact of the DRAM devices with HAR mats and asymmetry in bank accesses on performance and energy efficiency. The system has 16 out-of-order cores. Each core operates at 3 GHz, issues and commits up to 4 instructions per cycle, has 64 reorder buffer entries, and has separate L1 instruction and data caches and a combined L2 cache. The size and associativity of each L1 cache and L2 cache are 16 KB and 4, and 512 KB and 16, respectively. Each cache has 4 banks with a line size of 64 B. A MESI protocol is used for cache coherency and a reverse directory is associated with each memory controller. The system has 8 memory controllers unless mentioned otherwise, while each controller has one memory channel. There are two dual-inline memory modules (DIMMs) per channel and each DIMM consists of 2 ranks. Each rank has 9 8Gb ×8 DDR3-2000 DRAM devices, 8 for data and 1 for ECC, making the peak memory bandwidth of the system with 8 memory controllers 128 GB/s. Each memory controller uses the PAR-BS [35] and the open-row [19] policy for access scheduling and has 64 request queue entries.

We slightly modified the memory access scheduler to give equal priority to the requests targeting both the center HAR mats and the other normal mats. Row-level commands, such as ACT and PRE, change the status within the mats and only share the command path, which is sufficient to make the scheduler apply proper timing constraints depending on the mat type. Column-level commands share the command and datapath I/Os. The scheduler first assumes that even the center HAR mats have the tAA of the normal mats, after which it finds the request that has the highest priority and meets all the timing and resource constraints. When a RD or WR command to a center HAR mat is generated by the scheduler, it also checks whether the data can be transferred into the slot specified by the original tAA of the center HAR mat and uses the slot if available.

McSimA+ [5] was used for simulation. We obtained the power, area, and timing models of out-of-order cores and caches using McPAT [27]. The power and timing values of the physical interfaces between the processor and DRAM devices and their internal components are based on the DDR3 specifications [41] and the SPICE modeling results described.
in Section 3.1. The key timing and power parameters we obtained from the modeling in Section 3 on the representative DRAM organizations are summarized in Table 2. Note that if the increase in tAA on normal mats is smaller than tCK, we increase the size of drivers in inter-bank datalines to negate the increase in tAA. This increases the energy for read and write operations slightly, which is properly modeled and shown in the table.

We used the SPEC CPU2006 [15], SPLASH-2 [50], and PARSEC [10] benchmark suites to evaluate the efficiency of the CHARM DRAM-based main memory system. We ran Simpoint [43] to find the representative phases of the SPEC CPU2006 applications, and selected the 4 slices with the highest weights per application. Each slice consists of 100 million instructions. We simulated regions of interest for SPLASH-2 and PARSEC. We used reference datasets for SPEC CPU2006, simlarge datasets for PARSEC, and the datasets listed in [27] for SPLASH-2. We classified SPEC CPU2006 applications into three groups based on L2 cache misses per kilo-instructions (MPKI) [15]. These are called spec-high, spec-med, and spec-low, as shown in Table 3. We created four mixtures of multiprogrammed workloads, one from each group and one from all three groups. The latter is called spec-blend and consists of five applications from spec-high, six from spec-med, and five from spec-low. For each multiprogrammed mixture, a simulation point is assigned to each core, and one or two highest weight points are used per application. We use a weighted speedup approach [44] to compare the performance of multiprogrammed workloads.

We compute the weighted speedup by initially determining the relative performance of an application, which is the ratio of its IPC in a multiprogrammed environment to IPC in a standalone execution environment, and then aggregating the relative performance of all applications in the mixture.

5. EVALUATION

We evaluate the system-level impacts of CHARM on the performance and energy efficiency of a contemporary multicore system with a variety of workloads. We first execute SPEC CPU2006 programs to show how much improvement in instructions per cycle (IPC) and energy-delay product (EDP) is achievable with CHARM on single-threaded applications. Then, we run multiprogrammed and multithreaded workloads to evaluate the efficacy of CHARM DRAMs in scenarios in which main-memory devices serve accesses from multiple requesters with and without correlation.

5.1 Performance Impact on Single-Threaded Applications

Figure 11 shows scatter plots of the relative area (x-axis) versus the relative IPC or EDP (y-axis) for various DRAM organizations on single-threaded SPEC CPU2006 benchmark programs. The organization with normal mats and uniform accesses for all of the banks (AR×1) is the reference. Due to limited space, we only present the average values over all the programs (Figure 11(b) and Figure 11(d)) and the average values over those with high L2 cache MPKI, categorized as spec-high in Table 3 (Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(c)). For this experiment, we use only one memory controller to stress memory system bandwidth.

We make the following observations from the experimental results. First, increasing the aspect ratio of all the mats in a device improves the IPC (higher is better), but increasing it by more than twice the original value yields only marginal improvements in IPC. We define the return on investment (ROI) of IPC as the gain in IPC over the area overhead such that the gradients of the virtual lines between the points and the origin in the figures become the ROIs. Figure 11(b) shows that AR×2 improves the average IPC of all the SPEC CPU2006 applications by 4.0%, while AR×4 and AR×8 improve it by 4.5% and 5.0%, respectively. For applications with low intra-page spatial locality (i.e., with high ratio of row-level commands to column-level commands), such as 429.mcf and 436.cactusADM, increasing the aspect ratio improves performance because they benefit from lower tRC. However, for applications with high spatial locality, such as 437.leslie3d and 482.sphinx3, tAA influences more on performance than tRC. Increasing the aspect ratio in fact increases tAA, making those applications perform worse. Considering that AR×4 (19%) and AR×8 (43%) have much higher area overhead than AR×2 (7%), AR×2 has a higher ROI and can be regarded as a more effective configuration.

Second, CHARM DRAM devices have lower area overhead but its performance gain is affected by how effectively an application utilizes the center HAR mats. CHARM organizations with main-memory access frequency oblivious mapping (configurations with suffix O in Figure 11) result in smaller performance improvement than AR×N. For the CHARM[×N,M]O, only one M-th of memory accesses head to the center HAR mats on average when the oblivious mapping is used. When M is small, a large portion of data are allocated to the HAR mats, but the access time to the center HAR mats also increases and becomes closer to that of AR×N.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>SPEC CPU2006 applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spec-high</td>
<td>429.mcf, 433.milc, 437.leslie3d, 450.soplex, 459.GemsFDTD, 462.libquantum, 470.lbm, 471.omnetpp, 482.sphinx3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spec-med</td>
<td>401.bzip2, 403.gcc, 410.bwaves, 434.zeusmp, 435.gromacs, 436.cactusADM, 464.h264ref, 473.astar, 481.wrf, 483.xalancbmk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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applications and the SPEC-high applications, respectively. is improved by an average of 7.6% and 18% on all the SPEC applications with high L2 MPKI values, in IPC, respectively. If we take the average IPC of the 9 CPU2006 applications for CHARM\[x1/4\]A, showing 21% and 19% increases in IPC, respectively. We take the average IPC of the 9 SPEC CPU2006 applications with high L2 MPKI values, the IPC gain for CHARM\[x1/4\]A is 11% higher than the average IPC gain for the same configuration over the entire CPU2006 applications. Comparison of Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b) shows that the relative order of the ROI values among the DRAM organizations is mostly preserved even though we only take the average of spec-high applications. Figure 12 shows the absolute and relative IPCs of SPEC CPU2006 applications for CHARM\[x2/4\]A. Third, more performance gains are generally observed for applications with higher main-memory bandwidth demands. 429.mcf and 450.soplex, two of the top three bandwidth-demanding applications, provide the highest performance gains with CHARM\[x2/4\]A, showing 21% and 19% increases in IPC, respectively. If we take the average IPC of the 9 SPEC CPU2006 applications with high L2 MPKI values, the IPC gain for CHARM\[x2/4\]A is 11% higher than the average IPC gain for the same configuration over the entire CPU2006 applications. Comparison of Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b) shows that the relative order of the ROI values among the DRAM organizations is mostly preserved even though we only take the average of spec-high applications. Figure 12 shows the absolute and relative IPCs of SPEC CPU2006 applications for CHARM\[x2/4\]A.

Fourth, the EDP (lower is better) and IPC values of the various DRAM organizations show similar trends. The relative order of the ROI values is preserved. Because the CHARM DRAM devices improve the performance of the applications and consume less activate and precharge energy, the absolute ROI value in EDP is higher than that in IPC on the same configuration. On CHARM\[x2/4\]A, the EDP is improved by an average of 7.6% and 18% on all the SPEC applications and the spec-high applications, respectively.

5.2 Performance Impact on Multiprogrammed Workloads

The CHARM organization also improves the performance of systems running multiprogrammed workloads. Figure 13 shows the weighted speedups [44] of the three mixtures described in Section 4 on systems using CHARM\[x2/4\] and CHARM\[x4/4\]. We do not present the spec-low results because the aggregate main-memory bandwidth from the applications is too low to make a noticeable difference in the weighted speedups. We test three interesting memory-provisioning schemes for each mixture. These are characterized as follows: 1) each application is provisioned with the same amount of memory space, which equals the maximum footprint of the application in the mixture, with a quarter of that allocated to CHARM (Scheme 1); 2) each application is provisioned with the same footprint, which equals the average footprint of all applications in the mixture, with a quarter of that allocated to CHARM (Scheme 2); and 3) a quarter of the memory footprint of each application is allocated to CHARM (Scheme 3). We use the weighted speedups of the AR\times1 configuration as references and apply the access-frequency-aware memory allocation scheme discussed in Section 3.5.

We make the following observations from the experiment. First, spec-high benefits more (i.e., better relative weighted speedups) from the CHARM DRAM devices compared to the other mixtures because spec-high applications are more sensitive to the main-memory access latency than spec-med and spec-blend applications. However, spec-high yields the smallest absolute weighted speedup values, as memory requests from the applications often contend with each other in the memory controllers and because each application experiences a higher average memory access time than when executed in isolation. The weighted speedup values are improved by 7.1% and 12% for spec-high on CHARM\[x2/4\] and CHARM\[x4/4\], respectively.

Second, among the three memory-provisioning schemes, the one that assigns the maximum memory footprint among all of the applications in the mixture to each application (Scheme 1) provides the greatest weighted speedup improvement, as a larger memory footprint is allocated to the center HAR mats in Scheme 1 compared to Schemes 2 and 3. Nonetheless, all the scenarios provide noticeable improvements in the weighted speedup and show similar trends.

Third, the relative weighted speedup improves as more main-memory bandwidth is provided in the system for mixtures with bandwidth-demanding applications. We change the number of memory controllers and present the weighted speedups of Scheme 1 in Figure 13(b). Because memory
requests are almost always piled up in the request queues of the spec-high memory controllers, the bandwidth of the main-memory system is the most prominent factor affecting system performance. As a result, both the absolute and relative weighted speedups of spec-high are more sensitive to the main-memory bandwidth than the others. These findings demonstrate the effectiveness of CHARM for multiprogrammed workloads.

5.3 Performance Impact on Multithreaded Workloads

The CHARM DRAM devices also improve the performance and energy efficiency of the simulated system on multithreaded applications, while the degree of improvement depends on the characteristics of the applications. Similar to the single-threaded applications, multithreaded applications with low L2 cache MPKI are mostly insensitive to the DRAM organizations. Among the ones with higher L2 cache MPKI, we present the relative IPC and EDP of canneal from PARSEC and RADIX from SPLASH-2 in Figure 14. Again, AR×1 is the reference DRAM organization.

RADIX is an integer radix sort application that randomly accesses main memory, while canneal has memory regions that are accessed more frequently. Therefore, we use the access frequency aware memory mapping only for canneal.

The performance of canneal is substantially improved both by increasing the aspect ratio of the mats and by decreasing the read to data delay (tAA) on the center blocks, but the latter has higher influence. AR×2, AR×4, and AR×8 improve the IPC of canneal by 10%, 14%, and 15%, respectively. Exploiting the low tAA of the center blocks enables more of a speedup; CHARM×2,4 and CHARM×4,4 increase the IPC by 15% and 21%, respectively, as the center blocks, which correspond to only 25% of the DRAM capacity, service 89% of main-memory accesses (Figure 10(b)) with the access frequency aware memory allocation scheme. Note that CHARM×4,8 increases the IPC by 14% compared to the reference organization, which is slightly worse than CHARM×2,4. This occurs because a significant portion of the frequently accessed memory footprints are not allocated to the center HAR mats due to their limited capacity, which negates the benefits of lower tAA on the HAR mats.

The reduction in the DRAM cycle time is the most influential factor for RADIX. As opposed to the case of canneal, CHARM×2,4 increases the IPC only by 1.6%. AR×2, AR×4, and AR×8 improve the IPC by 6.2%, 7.3%, and 7.8%, respectively. Because the capacity of the center HAR mats is only one eighth and one fourth of the total capacity for CHARM×4,8 and CHARM×2,4, the performance gains are 0.6% and 1.5%, respectively.

6. RELATED WORK

There is a large body of research that aims to improve the performance and energy efficiency of main-memory systems. Besides core-side multi-level caches and fast-page modes in DRAMs, there have been many proposals sharing this goal. High-Performance DRAM Bank Structures: There have been several proposals to lower the average access time by reducing the number of cells attached to a bitline, including Reduced Latency DRAM (RLDRAM) [34], MoSys 1T-SRAM [13], and Fast Cycle DRAM (FCRAM) [42]. This can be achieved by either fragmenting a cell array into smaller subarrays [34, 42] or by increasing the bank count [13]. However, these strategies mainly involve low-cost SRAM replacements with much higher area overhead than CHARM [16]. For example, an RLDRAM memory array and associated circuits are reported to be 40-80% larger than those of a comparable DDR2 device [20]. Single Subarray Access (SSA) [47] and Fine-Grained Activation [11] microarchitectures read or write data to an entirely activated row in a DRAM mat. This activates fewer mats per access and reduces energy consumption. However, it requires as many data lines as the row size of a mat, thus requiring much higher area and static power overhead than CHARM.

Kim et al. [23] propose the subarray-level parallelism system, which overlaps the latencies of different requests that head to the same bank. Sudan et al. [45] propose micropages which allow chunks from different pages to be colocated in a row buffer to improve both the access latency and energy efficiency by better exploiting locality. CHARM is complementary to both proposals, as we focus on modifying the microarchitecture of DRAM banks to lower the access and cycle times.
DRAM-Side Caching: Both Enhanced DRAM [56] and Virtual Channel DRAM [2] add an SRAM buffer to the DRAM device to cache frequently accessed DRAM data. Any hit in the cache obviates the need for a row access and hence improves the access time. Because an SRAM cell is much larger than a DRAM cell, the cache incurs significant area overhead. In contrast, CHARM adds only minimal area overhead (a 3% increase) to conventional DRAM devices and is suitable for multi-gigabyte main memory. Tiered-latency DRAM [26] also advocates an idea to make a portion of a mat to have lower access time, but it is targeted to be used as a cache.

3D Die Stacking: Madan et al. [31] and Loh and Hill [30] propose the idea of stacking a DRAM die on top of a processor die, connecting them using through-silicon vias (TSVs), and using the DRAM die as last-level caches, while wide I/O DRAMs [22] are used for main memory. Hybrid Memory Cube [38] (HMC) packages a logic die below multiple DRAM dies to improve the capacity per package and bandwidth for a processor package. Udupi et al. [46] also propose to offload part of the memory controller’s function to the logic die of an HMC-style structure, and Loh [29] puts row-buffer caches onto the logic die. It is feasible to stack multiple CHARM DRAM dies to further reduce the access latency while increasing access bandwidth.

DRAM Module-Level Solutions: To enhance the energy efficiency of accessing main memory, multiple groups [4, 58] have proposed rank subsetting, the idea of utilizing not all but a subset of DRAM chips in a DRAM rank to activate fewer DRAM cells per access. These methods save energy at the cost of additional latency, while CHARM lowers both access latency and energy consumption. Rank subsetting has been applied to improve the reliability and energy efficiency of main-memory systems as well [47, 53, 54]. The Fully-Buffered DIMM (FBDIMM) architecture [12] is characterized by non-uniform access time to DRAM banks, which is similar to CHARM from the viewpoint of a memory controller. However, an increase in latency and power consumption incurred by Advanced Memory Buffers in FBDIMM limits its applicability compared to CHARM.

7. CONCLUSION

Recent research and development of DRAM microarchitectures for main-memory systems have mostly focused on increasing the capacity, bandwidth, and energy efficiency of the DRAM devices while retaining or even sacrificing the access latency. However, application performance is often sensitive not only to bandwidth but also to latency and applications access small portions of the memory footprints more frequently than the remainder. This observation has motivated us to propose asymmetric DRAM bank organizations that reduce the average access and cycle times and analyze their system-level impacts on performance and energy efficiency.

The cycle time analysis of contemporary DRAM devices shows that the sensing, restore, and precharge processes are slow due to high bitline capacitance within DRAM mats. Increasing the aspect ratio of the mats cuts the cycle time more than half and also reduces the access time and activate energy at the cost of increased area. To minimize the area overhead, we synergistically combine the high-aspect-ratio mats with support for non-uniform bank accesses to devise a novel DRAM organization called CHARM. A CHARM DRAM device places the high-aspect-ratio mats only at the center blocks, which are physically closer to I/Os, and reorganizes the column decoders and inter-bank datalines so that the access time to the center high-aspect-ratio mats is about half the access time to the other normal mats. Simulation results on a chip-multiprocessor system demonstrate that applications with higher bandwidth demands on main memory typically benefit more from CHARM. For example, CHARM DRAM devices with 2× higher aspect-ratio mats placed on a quarter of the DRAM banks increase the area only by 3%, but improve the IPC and the EDP of the system up to 21% and 32%, respectively, on single-threaded applications compared to the reference uniform organization. Similar degrees of performance and energy efficiency gains are also realized on the multithreaded and multiprogrammed workloads that frequently access main memory.
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